
4N4 SDL project rubric, 2013*
*Note: this is a work in progress (revised on 18 November). The mark allocation for the 
“Report” section will still change, and some points in the description added. 
Every point does not need to be addressed to obtain full grade in each section.

Main point Description Grades

Meeting Agenda quality (chair indicated, location & time, rough 
timing per topic, specific issues, and not just vague points); 
received by the required time.

/8

Meeting Management of time, chair’s management of meeting and 
ticking to agenda, resources available (e.g. P&ID); covered 
main agenda items?

/8

Meeting Participation by every group member in the meeting. Good 
quality of discussion? General knowledge of the group 
about the process flowsheet, i.e. preparation for meeting.

/4

Meeting Minutes: contain all the important details; important follow 
ups assigned to a person/people; deadline dates; received 
within the required time frame.

/10

Report Process principles: is there an understanding and 
knowledge of the process section being dealt with; 
consulted references to give relevant details about the 
process. Appropriate catalyst justified? Geometry of the 
reactor/columns/vessels are appropriate and according 
what is standard?

/20

Report P&ID: valve “fo” and “fc” positions indicated that make 
sense; control loop connections: MV and CV have cause/
effect; not manipulated variables in the main path causing 
backups; BPCS should be added everywhere; relief added 
where required. Are all streams clearly labelled? Is a table 
supplied that shows the temperature, pressure, vapour/
liquid fractions, and flow rates? This table should also 
include utility flows and temperature (e.g. through heat 
exchangers).

/20

Report HAZOP section: alarms indicated? SIS required and added 
to P&ID for the node selected; SIS described in report; 
independence in the layers; relief type justified? 

/20



Main point Description Grades

Report Economics: catalysts; raw materials; utilities for all units 
are given; products sold; capital costs of major items; any 
items added not in Aspen but required (e.g. pumps, flash 
vessels)? Efficiencies of heat exchangers, columns, 
catalyst fouling taken into account? Comparison with 
literature sources to verify that costs, materials of 
construction and equipment sizes are reasonable? Was 
equipment size determined in a systematic manner? How 
are pipes and valves taken into account? Labour costs: 
how estimated? Integration of economics from other 
groups; NPV analysis over 30 or other N-year period; 
sensitivity analysis on appropriate variables, and thoughtful 
discussion on these results.
Not just a spreadsheet with values; put detailed notes, in 
the same way you had to do in class and in the midterm.
Note: we absolutely expect your economic section to 
change from 08 November to 22 November, as you take 
changes/additions to account for operability and HAZOP.

/60

Report Operability: operating window of a major unit considered in 
your section? Spare pumps, holding tanks, CW reasonable 
temperatures? leaky control valves guarded against; 
series/parallel pumps where justifiable? over-designed 
where appropriate? Any elements for reliability added and 
justified? Equipment/bypasses, etc added for startup/
shutdown? Sensors for monitoring the process 
appropriate?

/20

Report References: high-quality, industry-level references that 
indicate thoughtful self-directed learning has taken place.

/10


